1000 m² AREA IS EQUIPPED IN 1 DAY!

WIRELESS FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM IN MEDICAL FACILITIES
HOW TO MINIMIZE INSTALLATION TIME?

**CHOOSE STRELETZ-PRO!**

The advanced wireless technology is economical and installed approximately 5 times faster than a traditional wired system providing comprehensive building protection comprising wireless:

- *fire detection,*
- *notification,*
- *evacuation,*
- *automatic signaling to fire brigades,*
- *full system monitoring.*

**WIRED SYSTEM**

1. Extensive period of installation
2. Expensive cabling installed by a team of qualified electricians
3. Frequent site visits for monitoring installation progress
4. Close integration with other services – construction, mechanical

**STRELETZ-PRO WIRELESS SYSTEM**

1. Rapid installation speed - approximately 5 times faster!
2. Minimal disturbance to the building
3. No requirement for expensive fire-resistant cabling
4. Remote configuration and monitoring

Watch the video: «Wired System VS Wireless System»
https://youtu.be/vRE-ybu1puc
You can design a wireless fire detection system from the comfort of your house without having to visit the building! In order to calculate the layout of the devices you only need a computer and the floor plans.

All the wireless detectors are simply and easily self-configured saving valuable installation time. This is made possible due to the self-healing mesh network of STRELETZ-PRO.

A wireless system requires no electrical work and fire-resistant cable lines. Two workers with no special qualification can install a wireless fire alarm system in just 1 day!
In the fight against COVID-19 the Russian Government has ordered the fast track construction of 17 new hospitals to be built in 16 regions of the country in 60 days. It is mandatory for these buildings to be equipped with reliable and proven fire detection systems.

Argus Spectrum International has been chosen to provide all the hospitals with the STRELETZ-PRO advanced wireless fire detection system in a record time.

You can remotely monitor the state of each device and send engineers to the building only when it’s necessary.

FREE PRE-PROGRAMMING!

In addition STRELETZ-PRO wireless system can be programmed within the factory. All the devices will have labels indicating room numbers and the location of installation.

Watch the video: «17 New Hospitals in 60 days»
https://youtu.be/zCQcprhYmOo

Watch the video: «ASI proud to be a partner in the fight against COVID-19»
https://youtu.be/_810wXf1c2A